). As special classes of solutions to this system we obtain the hokmorphic functions of several complex variables and the solutions-to the so-called left biregular system Df = Dj = 0, which is an overdetermined system in Rm x 1t. In the first sectibn, which is of an introductory nature, we describe the basic elementary properties of the weak complex inonogenic system and we give several examples of weak complex monogenic functions occuring in mathematics 'and phy--sics. 
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). As special classes of solutions to this system we obtain the hokmorphic functions of several complex variables and the solutions-to the so-called left biregular system Df = Dj = 0, which is an overdetermined system in Rm x 1t. In the first sectibn, which is of an introductory nature, we describe the basic elementary properties of the weak complex inonogenic system and we give several examples of weak complex monogenic functions occuring in mathematics 'and phy--sics. I • In the second section we start from the kernel iy E( + ig) = ( l12+I2)10' I defined in C \ {O}, where O 2m is the area of the unit sphere in Cm. Although this kernel is itself not weak complex nionogenic, it gives rise to a singular integral kernel (D + iDa ) E( + if), which leads to a special higher Riesz transform A (see [8] and we shall consider the systems Of differential equations
The system (1) is the main subject of our study and will be called weak complex monogenic, while the system (4) is known as the complex left monogenic or complex left regular system (see [3, 5, 7] ). The system (2) is called left biregular . and forms, together with the two-sided biregular system D/ = ID, = 0 (see [2, 6] ), a generalization' to Clifford analysis of the holomorphic Cauchy-Riemann. system (3) for m = 2.
Notice that all solutions to (2) and (3) are solutions to (1), whereas the solutions to (4) are the simultaneous solutions to (2) and (3). Hence the system (1) is, in some sense, the union of (2) and (3), while (4) is the intersection of (2) and (3). 
(r) g(Q; il), M(r) yy(Q; 4) and M(T)J.'(Q; 4).
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We now give some examples of special solutions to (1) as a motivation for our study:
1. If a-function f satisfies the system (1) and takes values in the space of scalarse0C, then it satisfies (3), i.e. it is a holomorphic function of several complex variables.
2. If a solution / to (1) takes values in the real Clifford algebra CAR, then it satisfies the left biregular system (2). Hence our theory includes the elliptic second order system (i 2,
which is still satisfied by both the left biregular'and the holomorphic functions. It is the simplest elliptic system containing both classes of functions in a non-trivial way, but it has a much more complicated structure than system (1). It also leads to the study of the C-valued system ( + A)/ = 0,
(axi a-a a a'
which is still satisfied by the holomopliic functions. (D; 4) , hA being C-valued holomorphic; then we put -
A (hT,q) = '(eT,q3h).
A Hence E' is aleft module over X(Q; .4) and so, using the Hahn-Banach extension theorem, the dual module MT)E(Q; 4) 
of M(T)E(Q; 4)
is Also a left module over X(Q; ), where M()E(Q; .4) is considered as a subspace of E itself, provided with the topology induced by E.
Martinelli-Bochner typo theorems
As a first applicatioi of the theory of weak complex monogenic functions, we show. that the classical Martinelli-Bochner theorem for holomorphic functions,-as well asthe corresponding theorem for left biregular functions may be derived from a more general Martinelli-Bochner formula, involving a singular integral. We start from the kernel . Notice that (D +. iD) E(x3 ± ii) is no longer locally integrable. Hence it has to be considered as a singular integral kernel. Furthermore it takes values in the space of imaginary bivcctor, a fact which will be of central importance in our argument.
E( + i) = (
-In order to obtain our version of the Martinelli-Bochner formula, we shall' use a generalized C'áuchy-type formula for the operator D2 + iDa. Let C be a compact set with C 1 -boundary 3C in R26. Then by = g riz + i we denote the unit normal ny o n a C for the usual inner product in R2m, wherej nz) LI € R ., Furthermore an oriented surface measure on 3C is given by - 
Next we introduce a singular integral operator Ac as follows. Let / € C, (_Q; 4), let C Q be compact with C 1-boundary and' let io = o + iYO € • Then we put 
(C-z,)\B(O.e)
Notice that Y A 2 = E (4',Xè ykx1) e k and that the functions JXfr -' are 4mi spherical -harmonics of degree 2 in R2m. Hence the integral kernel _____
Pk(x) w2n __
• X + is of the form jk+' = 2m, k= 2, P being spherical harmonic of degree Ic in it". These singular kernels were studied by e.g. E. STErNr in [8] .
Hence, if T/ denotes the Fourier transforiu, we have that
and so the transform Ac is a higher Riesz traisform of degree 2, which implies that it niay act on C1-fuhctions. We now come to the Martinelli-Bochner formula for the • operator D + iDa. 
Hence, we obtain that -
• Furtherniore, as we have that
and as -) EL1 thC (R2m ) and 1 E C, (Q; M the theorem follows by taking the limit for E ->0 I 1(4) 
f E( -4) dê./() + A(/) (4).
OC
Notice that, still for weak complex monogenic functions, the singular integral term Ac(/) occurs. This is due to the fact that the weak complex monogenic system is not elliptic. Hence, in order to get rid .of the term Ac(/), we have to restrict ourselves to special subclasses of weak complex monogenic functions, emerging from elliptic systems. Let us denote by (, W) the complex inner product z 1w1 ± + ZmWm; then for the holomorphic system we obtain 
Proof. As we may assume / to be e0C-valued, Ac(/) (4) is a bivector while f(4) is a scalar. Hence we obtain (i) and (ii) respectively as the scalar and the bivector part of the formula in Corollary 1 I Notice that (i) corresponds to the classical Martine lli-Bochner formula (see [4] ).
We also obtain Martinelli-Bochnerformulae for I and Ac(/) in the case where / is left biregular. As it is sufficient to consider I to take values in the real Clifford algebra '41t we obtain those formulae respectively as the real and imaginary part of the formula in Corollary 1. We obtain As to the Martinelli-Bochner formula for two-sided biregular functions, (see . [2] )' we shall work in quite a similar way. Using Theorem 1, we obtain that, in the notations of the proof of Theorem 2, 
j [E(i -) df(i) + i/() dE(2 -= f ((E( -D)/ + i/(DE( -so))),:
S C\B(,.e) S f being two-sided biregular in a neighbourhood of C. As we may again considerf to 'be AR'-valued, we obtain by letting a --0 and taking the real part, the formulaobtained in [2] The integral in the right-hand side of this formula may also be considered as a. higher order Riesz transform (see [8] ).
